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1. Place the vehicle on a smooth surface to perform the installation (if not using a lift). 

2. Cut the exhaust off about 6”down from the bend above the axle.  A new tailpipe is 

included with the kit.           

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

  

3. Remove the  rear shackles off the leaf springs.  The shackles  will not be reused.  

Keep the bolts as they will be used in step 14.  

4. Now cut the inner and outer shackle mounting plates off the body.  It’s a box like 

structure and using an air chisel works well.  You will also need to cut for leaf spring 

clearance on the support bracket cut it so there is 3/4” clearance on each side of 

the leaf spring.  Cut up within 1/2” of the bottom of the floor.  This room is needed 

for the additional travel that the suspension will now have.     

         

 

            

  

Cut the shackle mounting 
plates off.   

Cut out the bracket 3/4” 
away from each side of the 
leaf spring.  Next cut the 
remaining piece off 1/2” 
from the bottom of the floor 
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5.  Now locate part numbers 20801-20807.  Notice where they mount to the unibody 
cross members.  It is required to remove the factory undercoating where these parts 
attach to the chassis.  This area is outlined in red in the pictures. 

The corners between the 
frame rail and cross member 
must be clean  

Clean the undercoating in the 
area outlined in red 
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6.  Locate the air bag upper top frame (part# 20806).  Slide the upper frame into place 
with the bushings orientated towards the front of the vehicle. The bushings will slide 
through four existing holes in the cross member.  
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7.  Locate the air bag lower top frame (part# 20805).  Slide it over part # 20806 that 
you installed in step 6.  Insert two  1/2x5” bolts in the inner holes.  Orient the bolts from 
the front towards the back of the vehicle.   

Bolt direction 
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8.  Locate the top frame swing arm mounts (part# 20803 DS).  Slide the mount over 
the drivers side frame rail until it completely seats on the frame, making sure that the 
rear hole in the swing arm mount aligns with the factory hole in the frame.    Locate 
part #20813 (rear anti-crush bushing) and slide it into the rear hole in the mount.  Use 
a  1/2x5” bolt to hold it in place. 

Now, locate another 1/2x5” bolt and 
slide it through the rear of the swing arm 
mount and upper bag mount/ factory 
cross member.  Snug these bolts up so 
that the parts align with each other.   

Use the swing arm mount as a drill 
guide to locate where to drill the 
bushing hole.  The inside of the 
frame gets drilled out to 25/32 and 
the outside is 17/32 (the outside is 
smaller so the bolt goes through 
but not the bushing 

The swing arm mount 
is slid down to show 
where the bushing 
holes are drilled.   

9.  Locate part #20802 PS and repeat all the steps on the passenger side as you did 
on the drivers side.  Once the holes are drilled go ahead and insert the two anti crush 
front bushings (part# 20812) using1/2x5” bolts.  
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10.  Now that the upper air bag plates are in place along with the swing arm mounts, 

locate two 1/2x1 1/2” bolts and fasten the two parts together.  You will have to drill this 

hole 17/32”.  Use the framework as a drill guide.  Next, insert the bolt from the bottom 

up.  Go ahead and tighten these bolts to 85 ft/lbs. 
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 11.  Now locate the Firestone air bags (part# 80012-6905.  Locate the straight air fit-
ting (part# 80016.  Insert the fitting into the bag.  Once it is finger tight use a 9/16” 
wrench and turn it one complete turn.  Now place the bags into the upper air bag 
framework and fasten with the 1/2” lock washers and flat washers.  Tighten these nuts 
to 35 ft/lbs. 
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12. Locate the swing arm (part# 20801).  It connects into the top frame swing arm 
mounts with the 7/8x5 1/2” bolts.  Insert the bolts from the outside in.  Use a flat wash-
er on each side.  Just start the nut for now on the 7/8” bolt.  
13.  Raise the swing arm up and connect the bottom of the air bags to the swing arm 
with the 3/8x1 1/2” bolts.  Use lock washers on these bolts and tighten them to 35 ft/
lbs.    
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14.  Locate the four shackle links (part# 20807), and the factory M16 shackle bolts, 
washers and nuts.  The shackle links connect the lower swing arm to the leaf spring.  
Raise the swing arm up and/or lower the axle down in order to slide the bolts through 
(outside in).  Make sure to put in the washer spacer on the bottom swing arm against 
the poly bushings.  This will space the bottom the same as the top.   Once the bolts 
are through and shackle links are connected, torque the bolts to 145 ft/lbs. 

Spacer on the link goes on 
the bottom towards the poly 
bushing in the swing arm 
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15. Now that the air suspension is installed, go back and torque all the bolts.  The 1/2” 
bolts torque to 85 ft/lbs and the 7/8” bolts torque to 300 ft/lbs. 

16. Locate the air control system (part# Air Lift 25920).  Use the instructions provided 
from Air Lift.  The magnet sensor (ecu) mounts on the upper swing arm on the pas-
sengers side.  The actual magnet mounts on the long tab on the swing arm.  When 
setting up the control system, adjust the magnet so the air bags measure 7.5-8” in 
between the lower swing arm and upper air bag mount.  The compressor mounting  
is left up to the installer/builder.  The less exposed to the elements the better. 

Magnet in operating position 
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17. Once the controls are set up and everything is functioning, make sure the air bags 
are in the 7.5-8” range.  Let the air out of the system to make sure that the area 
you cut out in step 4 has enough clearance.  We don’t want any metal to metal 
contact on anything. 

18. Now locate the supplied tailpipe.  Tack weld it in place and check for clearances.  
Dump the air and make sure nothing hits.  Once it checks out ok, weld up the ex-
haust, reusing the factory hanger parts if needed.  

19. Its recommended to go back and undercoat whatever areas of the frame are ex-
posed from the removal of the factory undercoating.  As long as the sensor and 
magnet don’t get undercoating on it, will not affect the performance of the suspen-
sion if its gets undercoating sprayed on it. 
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